AVIATION TOOLING FROM OMEGA TECHNOLOGIES

Hi-Lok Collar Removal Tools
Collar removal tools are for the removal of threaded collars and come in a variety of shapes and sizes to meet the wide range of collar removal that is necessary in the aviation industry.

Hi-Lok Installation Tools
Unique aircraft fasteners require specialized tooling for proper installation. Hi-Lok® installation tooling from MRO Tools include Box Ratchets, Hand Ratchets, Grip Scales, Hex Keys, Protrusion Gauges, Roller Ratchets and Installation Sockets.

Piloted Aircraft Stop Countersink Cutters are used to make precision countersinks to accept flush-head fasteners and are used throughout.

Quality generic Bits, Bit Holders, Extensions and Hand Drivers are designed to respond to the ever-changing demands of driver applications.

Designed to facilitate accurate rivet hole drilling for standard plate nuts, Nut Plate Jigs by Omega Technologies are manufactured to precise tolerances.

About MRO Tools
MRO Tools is a division of Omega Technologies, Inc. Founded in 1983, Omega Technologies has become one of the world’s leading sources and distributors of aircraft, assembly, production, professional and industrial use tooling products.

Omega Technologies is continuously working to increase the variety of tools we make available to our customers, while researching and developing ways to improve their strength, durability, and functionality.

AEROSPACE, ASSEMBLY, PRODUCTION AND INDUSTRIAL TOOLING

Cleco Production Tools delivers assembly tools, material removal tools, drilling and riveting tools for a range of applications.

Fuji is a leading Japanese brand in the pneumatic tool industry.

Torque tool specialists in hand tools, power tools, pneumatic tools, and torque analyzers.

The best torque wrenches, torque screwdrivers, digital torque testers, and torque tool calibration equipment in the world.

The Universal Tool nameplate is a symbol of quality and workmanship with innovative products featuring the latest advances in air tool design.

Safety, non-sparking tools - find the electric, pneumatic, hydraulic and safety tools you need. Innovation and high quality are synonymous with CS Unitec’s power tools.

Jacobs® is the most recognized brand of drill chucks and tool holding devices worldwide - Jacobs, Get A Better Grip!™

Power tapes, rules, long tapes, oil gauging tapes, measuring wheels, and one of the widest selections of special-purpose tapes and rules.

Apex Fastener Tools has been the worldwide leader in the manufacturing of top-quality fastener tooling products for decades.

Zephyr manufactures a wide selection of specialized Aerospace tools, Industrial screwdriver bits and power tool accessories, and Commercial products for many markets.

Wera is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of screwdriving tools, bits, ratchets, hex keys, and torque tools.

Wiss is a premier scissors, snips, and specialty trade tools brand from Apex Tool Group, one of the largest hand tool manufacturers in the world.